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Dear Addyaa Purohit, 

 
I write in reply to your requests for the above information, which you may find attached. 

 

Please note that whilst ISC data is sourced from verified SITS Qualification data, the descriptions of ISC subjects 
suggest it may not be appropriate for this request. For example, the SITS data shows some individual scores 

are actually aggregated figures. For some students’ applications, it would not be possible to say how many 
subjects were above 95. One aggregated/average figure is shown along with individual subjects, appearing like 

an additional subject/score; the SITS data shows the applicant had 6 ISCs, whereas they actually only had 5. 

For these reasons, we are unable to provide ISC data because we do not hold the information in the form 
requested. 

 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

FOI OXFORD 
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Annex 
 

 
 

Kindly provide me the below mentioned statistics with respect to Indian students who were given an offer to 

study law at an undergraduate level in the university for the admissions cycle of 2016,2017,2018 and 2019. 
 

1)lnat score of applicants who were given an offer.  
2)Number of subjects in which the successful applicants scored above 95 out of 100 (CBSE or CISCE) (grade 

12) 

3)Average score of students in CBSE/ISC.  

4) AISSE/10th grade board marks of all applicants with a distinction to those who got an interview. 

---- 

Kindly provide me the below mentioned statistics with respect to Indian students who were given an offer to 

study history at an undergraduate level in the university for the admissions cycle of 2016,2017,2018 and 

2019. 

1)HAT score of applicants who were given an offer.  

2)Number of subjects in which the successful applicants scored above 95 out of 100 (CBSE or CISCE) (grade 

12) 

3)Average score of students in CBSE/ISC.  

4) AISSE/10th grade board marks of all applicants 

 


